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1 of 1 review helpful A fun thought provoking read By Kimberly Huynh Let me preface with I have been in a reading 
slump The End of Mr Y by Scarlett Thomas is a recommendation I received from my manager And boy did it work 
This is the only book I can think of that I rsquo ve ever deliberately read slowly The main character Ariel Manto is a 
girl who is trying to get a PhD on thought experiments So throu A cursed book A missing professor Some nefarious 
men in gray suits And a dreamworld called the Troposphere nbsp Ariel Manto has a fascination with nineteenth 
century scientists mdash especially Thomas Lumas and The End of Mr Y a book no one alive has read When she 
mysteriously uncovers a copy at a used bookstore Ariel is launched into an adventure of science and faith 
consciousness and death space and time and everything in between n From Publishers Weekly In Thomas s dense 
freewheeling novel Ariel Manto an oversexed renegade academic stumbles across a cursed text which takes her into 
the Troposphere a dimension where she can enter the consciousness undetected of other beings Thomas 
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in watching the flow of events over the past decade or so it is hard to avoid the feeling that something very 
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